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The Earth is a remarkable, ever-changing landscape, full of natural beauty and wonder. It is undergoing
extraordinary changes, due to both natural and human influences.
Fundamental geoscience research supported by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) helps to provide a comprehensive understanding of the Earth that spans billions
of years, from how the planet formed to how its primary components—air, ice, land
and water—affect our lives today. In fact, NSF supports nearly two-thirds of the total
federal funding for basic geoscience research conducted at U.S. academic institutions.
The Directorate for Geosciences (GEO), one of seven research funding arms within
the agency, employs NSF’s gold-standard process of merit review to make about
1,700 merit reviewed awards annually in support of geoscience research, and to
enhance the development and capacity of cutting-edge facilities and instrumentation.
Collectively, these awards support nearly 17,300 geoscience researchers as well as
6,000 undergraduate and graduate students each year. These geoscientists work
tirelessly, and sometimes in unpredictable environments, to advance knowledge to
understand and preserve the planet and enhance the quality of life.

Our Direct Impact
GEO-supported researchers actively evaluate how the atmosphere, poles, oceans,
land, water and ice cover respond to and influence changes in the Earth’s
systems, as well as how the sun and other space-based phenomena
affect the environment across multiple scales.
Researchers work to understand and predict natural disasters
that regularly plague the Earth, including earthquakes, volcanoes,
tornados, hurricanes, tsunamis, floods, drought and solar storms, saving
countless lives and billions of dollars in property damage. Better
weather prediction and hazard mitigation, as well as improved public
weather and warning systems, are a direct result of such research.
Comprehensive, state-of-the-art observing systems help grasp the
complexity of large-scale concerns, such as the acidification of oceans,
the occurence of solar activity and the quantity and quality of surface
and groundwater resources.

The aftermath of a 2013 Oklahoma
tornado holds valuable information
for better disaster warning.

The National Solar Observatory accurately forecasts
solar storms that can cause huge economic damage.

Geoscientists also provide valuable knowledge on sustaining biological diversity and ocean resources, conserving
soil for agricultural productivity, finding and sustaining adequate supplies of minerals and natural resources,
facilitating environmental clean-up, and understanding global climate patterns. Through this work, we have
strengthened national security and public safety, while educating the next generation of geoscientists.
This work informs government officials, industry and the public, helping to ensure that solid science guides the
nation’s conservation, management, safety and security strategies to meet societal and global challenges. In short,
we are unraveling the Earth’s complexity for the future benefit of humankind.

Cover caption: The Yukon River delta helps us understand available water resources and environmental watershed sustainability. Credits: (cover) NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center/USGS; (page 1 top) Roger
Wakimoto, University of Colorado; (page 1 bottom) National Center for Atmospheric Research
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Our Road Ahead
As the world’s population increases, surpassing 7 billion in the past year, mankind’s ability to make informed,
complex decisions concerning species adaptation, water, living space and resource use, such as energy and
minerals, will determine the standard of living and the quality of the environment.
GEO will continue to help ensure the vitality of the nation’s future by supporting research that transcends multiple
scales of fundamental forces, spanning the atmosphere, ocean, the planet and its poles. To succeed in these grand
objectives, the GEO Directorate is comprised of four divisions:

Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences extends knowledge about the physics, chemistry,
dynamics, history and global cycles of the Earth’s atmosphere, the near space
environment and the sun.

Earth Sciences improves understanding of the structure, composition and evolution of the
Earth, the life it supports and the processes that govern the formation of its materials
and structure.

Ocean Sciences advances understanding of the ocean and its interactions with people,
the Earth and the atmosphere.

Polar Programs advances frontiers of knowledge and leads operational support for
researc h conducted in and about the Arctic and Antarctic.

Credits (top to bottom): Carlye Calvin, © University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR); © Tom Pfeiffer (www.decadevolcano.net/VolcanoDiscovery.com); Joseph Pawlik, University of
North Carolina Wilmington; Jeffrey Kietzmann, NSF
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Our Commitment to Meeting National Needs
The GEO Directorate supports research in numerous fields, leading to life-changing discoveries through fundamental knowledge. It
has provided the foundation for mankind’s understanding of the Earth, yielded information to better address changes that impact
people’s lives and livelihoods, and bolstered the careers and education of thousands of geoscientists across the nation through
merit reviewed grants and outreach efforts. The examples here, a few of many, epitomize the many advances supported by GEO
that are of tremendous value to everyone’s lives and the future of the planet.

Sparkling New Tools for Industry
Geoscientists have created large, high-quality synthetic diamonds,
and determined how to manipulate their toughness, hardness
and color. Synthetic diamonds are significantly harder than real
diamonds, making them suitable for industrial applications, such as
the production of cutting tools and faster computer processors. They
are also 30 percent cheaper than natural diamonds, which can cost
upwards of $2,000 per carat. Award # 0421020, 0550040

Helping Hearts
The discovery of bacteria living on rocks revealed
how patients develop deadly blood infections from
implanted cardiac devices. Annually, about 40,000
patients who have received implants develop infections.
Infected devices must be removed and replaced,
costing the U.S. nearly $1 billion. Geoscientists
are studying the bacteria which will inform the
development of medications to prevent such infections.
Award # 0745808

Methane-Munching Microbes
With the Deepwater Horizon rig spilling 52,700 barrels
of oil per day into the Gulf of Mexico, NSF-funded
geoscientists realized it was also releasing a huge amount
of methane. Within weeks of the explosion, researchers
measured dissolved methane levels that were 10,000 to
100,000 times above normal levels, the highest methane
concentration ever documented in ocean waters. Although
scientists hypothesized that the methane in the Gulf
would persist for years to come, the NSF-supported team
discovered that it was actually biodegraded by methaneeating microbes within six months of the spill. Award #
0849246, 0961725, 1042097, 1042650

Weather on Wheels

More Homes Under Water

The Doppler-on-Wheels (DOW), an NSF-funded,
portable Doppler radar, has successfully tracked
tornadoes across tens of thousands of miles. DOW’s
measurements have helped scientists understand and
better predict storm and tornado onset. Scientists will use
this technology to lengthen the lead-time of public safety
warnings to 45 to 60 minutes, as compared to the current
national average of 13 minutes. Award # 0734001,
1005354, 1262048

Along the U.S. coast, storm surge is often the greatest threat to
life and property from a hurricane. NSF-funded researchers are
quantifying how future tropical storm surges may impact U.S. coastal
properties, using past patterns of coastal sea-level change. From
1990-2008, population density increased by 32 percent in Gulf
coastal counties, 17 percent in Atlantic coastal counties and 16
percent in Hawaii, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. In 2011, 45
percent of our nation’s GDP was generated in the Coastal Shoreline
Counties along the oceans and Great Lakes. A storm surge of 23 feet
has the ability to inundate 67 percent of interstates, 57 percent of
arterials, almost half of rail miles, 29 airports and virtually all ports
in the Gulf Coast area. Information on coastal property risk is vital to
owners, insurers and government. Award # 0961507, 1332718

Credits: (left top and center) Thinkstock; (left bottom) Herb Stein, Center for Severe Weather Research; (right top) Andrew Whitehead; (right bottom) Wendell A. Davis, Jr., FEMA
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Frozen Fish: Only in the Freezer
Despite the harsh Antarctic Ocean conditions, the blood in marine fish at the Poles
remains fluid. NSF-funded scientists isolated the reason: an antifreeze glycoprotein.
These novel proteins bind to minute ice crystals entering the fish’s system, preventing
larger ice crystals from forming. Today, companies in the over $200 billion fish
farming industry are exploring the use of these proteins in protecting against
temperature environments as cold as -2 oC. The technology is also used by the frozen
dessert industry to prevent ice crystals from growing in ice cream. Award # 9615023,
9909841, 0002654, 0231006

Arctic Ice Melting

Seismic Shaking
Seismic waves, waves of energy created by earthquakes or
an explosion, result in thousands of lives lost and billions of
dollars of infrastructure damage. Modeling the propagation
of seismic waves in and on the Earth allows geoscientists
to monitor the reliability of nuclear test bans, improve
earthquake models and enhance the understanding of seismic
sources. In fact, seismic sensors alerted the U.S. to North
Korea’s underground nuclear testing. Award # 1063471

The sea-ice cover in the Arctic
has been declining over the last
several decades. Summer seaice cover may disappear within
the next few decades. NSFfunded scientists are revealing
important connections between
Arctic sea ice and changing
weather patterns throughout the
Northern Hemisphere. This work
has implications for national
security, ocean-going trade
routes, resource development
and traditional ways of life in
the Arctic. Award # 0856376,
1023662, 1039982, 1108058,
1203851

A New Glow for a Firefly
Firefly, a small, student-built satellite, will whirl around in space, catching
glimpses of lightning strikes. Lightning strikes result in the emission of terrestrial
gamma rays, high-energy rays of electromagnetic radiation. These rays are
especially harmful to humans, resulting in radiation burns, cell damage and a
risk of cancer. With nearly 50 lightning-induced emissions of terrestrial gamma
rays hitting the Earth daily, Firefly will aid in the understanding of lightning and
its effects on Earth. Award # 0838015, 0946307

Oysters: Finding a Place to Live
The collapse of oyster larva production at a
hatchery in Oregon has been linked to ocean
acidification. Ocean acidification results from an
increase of carbon dioxide dissolved in the oceans
due to fossil fuel consumption. This has resulted in
the slowing of oyster larval growth and the decline
of domestic oyster production. By discovering links
between ocean acidification and oyster growth,
NSF-funded researchers provide information that
helps hatcheries counteract the impact on the west
coast oyster industry, which produces $273 million
annually. Award # 1041267

Understanding Chesapeake Bay Pollutants
Nutrient-rich urban stream water run-off into the Chesapeake Bay has
led to oxygen-depleted dead zones, affecting thousands of fish and
crabs. Scientists are studying how these nitrates are making their way
into the bay. By using sensors to monitor the relationship between water
travel time and runoff, scientists provide knowledge to improve water
quality and protect the up to $60 billion commercial activities of the bay
and other urban cities. Award # 0961920

Credits: (left top to bottom) Randall Davis, Texas A&M University; Peter M. Suess and John Shaw, Harvard University; Lynn Ketchum, Oregon State University; (center) Zina Deretsky, NSF;
(right top) Konrad Steffen, Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, University of Colorado; (right bottom) Thinkstock
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More Ways

GEO Research Impacts People’s Lives

As geoscientists continue to explore the complexity of the Earth, their work will
provide a better understanding of the intricate processes of Earth’s past, present and
future. More ongoing NSF-funded geoscience research initiatives, which both impact
our daily lives and bolster the nation’s prowess in research and development, are
listed below.

Assessing sea-level change
Collecting data remotely from undersea laboratories
Coordinating seismology institutions for rapid data collection
and distribution
Dating the Earth’s surface processes
Detailing climate systems through ice core study
Detecting risks to human health

Hands-on research prepares the next
generation of highly skilled geoscientists.

Determining seismic fault locations
Discovering potential energy sources
Drilling to explore the seafloor
Enhancing hazard prediction, mitigation and response
Exploring the ocean depths
Improving weather prediction
Investigating ocean ecosystems, sustainability and vitality
Mapping the Earth’s surfaces with airborne lasers

Improving hazard predictions and warning
systems allows for more time to protect lives
and property.

Modeling space weather
Observing the ionosphere with scatter radars
Probing the Earth’s interior
Providing infrastructure to access big data through EarthCube
Revealing earthquake generation processes
Simulating cloud and atmospheric circulations
Tracking the ozone hole recovery
Understanding lightning strikes Award # 1016004, 1110030
Unraveling the Earth’s history

Wind turbines in Antarctica produce
almost 1,000 kilowatts of energy, saving
as muc h as 240,000 gallons of diesel
fuel eac h year. This allows operations in
Antarctica be more self sufficient.

Credits: (top) Will Koeppen, Earth and Ecological Science Institute; (center) Fuqing Zhang and Yonghui Weng, Pennsylvania State University; Frank Marks, NOAA; Gregory P. Johnson, Romy Schneider, John
Cazes, Karl Schulz, Bill Barth, The University of Texas at Austin; (bottom) Mike Casey, NSF
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Tools

of the Trade

Natural and human-induced changes in the Earth’s interior, land surface, biosphere and ocean affect all aspects of people’s
daily lives. Understanding these changes and their implications requires a fundamental knowledge and understanding of
the planet’s integrated systems. Geoscientists funded by NSF utilize infrastructure and platforms to collect the vital signs of
our planet and its ecosystems.

Gulfstream V is the nation’s
most advanced aircraft for
environmental research.

The Integrated Ocean Drilling
Program explores the Earth’s
structure beneath the seafloor.

EarthScope, a distributed,
continental-scale, multipurpose
geophysical instrument array,
provides coherent 3-D images of
the lithosphere and deeper Earth.

The Ocean Observatories
Initiative improves the study of
ocean processes, including climate
variability, ocean circulation and
ocean acidification.

McMurdo Station, the largest
Antarctic research station, supports
an average of 1,000 scientists
and staff at the height of the
austral summer season.

The National IceCore
Laboratory supports research
critical to understanding climate
change and the status of ice
sheets and glaciers.

Critical Zone Observatories
address interdisciplinary
scientific questions concerning
geological, physical, chemical
and biological processes and
their couplings that govern
critical zone system dynamics.

The Academic Research Fleet
includes the R/V Sikuliaq, a 261foot ship, capable of breaking
ice up to three feet thick.

The NCAR-Wyoming
Supercomputing Center produces
highly accurate predictions of
natural disasters and weather
patterns through a series of
complex algorithms designed to
analyze large sets of data.

The South Pole Telescope
collects unique information on the
structure and early formation of
the universe.

Credits: (left top to bottom) © UCAR; Earthscope; Jeff Scanniello; Thinkstock; Jordan Powers © UCAR; (right top to bottom) Ocean Drilling Program, Texas A&M University; John Lund, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution; Melanie Conner, NSF; Terry Anderson, Sikuliaq Chief Engineer; Keith Vanderlinde, NSF
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